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INTRODUCTION
Rising energy prices have forced the manufacturers and research
institutes to improve the tractive efficiency of the agricultural
tractor. One way to improve the tractive performance is to power the
front wheels of the conventional two-wheel drive tractor because the
engine power cannot be efficiently transferred to the soil by the rear
wheels alone. Furthermore, the total weight of the tractor can be
utilized in the tractive effort when powering the front wheels. On the
debit side, powering the front wheels includes the high initial cost of
this option, more moving mechanical parts, and increased front tire
wear.
A "true" four-wheel drive (FWD) tractor has equal size wheels on
the front and rear axles. A modified four-wheel drive tractor is any
tractor which has a mechanically driven front axle with smaller
steerable front wheels. Basically, this is a two-wheel drive tractor
equipped with a powered front axle which can be engaged or disengaged by
the operator. Mechanical front wheel assist (MFWA) tractors have been
used in European countries for the last two decades. Within the last
five years, the MFWA tractors have been introduced into the American
marketplace. Until recently, the North American tractor manufacturers
stated that the European farmers work under more adverse field
conditions than do American farmers. Thus in Europe, the improved
tractive performance outweighs the added cost of the MFWA tractor.
Another reason why the MFWA tractor has been used in Europe for many
years is that their laws do not allow equipment widths over three
meters. Therefore, dual rear tires could not be used on their
equipment.
A MFWA tractor will outperform a similarly equipped two-wheel drive
tractor when using a front end loader because the total front end weight
is utilized for traction. Under "normal" field conditions, a properly
ballasted two-wheel drive tractor has the same tractive efficiency as a
MFWA tractor. Under poor field conditions, a MFWA tractor will
outperform a properly ballasted two-wheel drive tractor. Weight
distribution for two-wheel drive tractors is usually ballasted
approximately 25 percent (%) of the total tractor weight. Thus, making
certain the operator has steering control and the tractor has lateral
stability. For a "true" FWD tractor, the front axle is ballasted such
that under a "heavy" pull the front and rear axle weights are nearly
identical. The MFWA tractor weight distribution lies somewhere between
the optimum ballast conditions for the two-wheel drive and FWD tractors.
In most instances, the front wheels of the MFWA tractor are driven
at a higher peripheral speed than the rear wheels. There is no
agreement as to what the optimum speed ratio should be. Most
manufacturers aim for a five percent overspeed for the front wheels.
With the high overspeeds front tire wear becomes a problem. Speed
ratios that are less than one must be avoided because the rear wheels
are actually pushing the front wheels, which causes high gear loads to
be placed on the front drive axle.
When traction is the limiting factor, maximum drawbar pull is a
function of weight on the drive wheels, the speed ratio between the
front and rear axles, the tire dimensions and type, and the soil
condition. The addition of dual tires increases the weight on the
driving wheels as well as increasing the contact area between the
tractor and the soil. The longitudinal slope as well as the hitching
configuration must also be included when determining weight transfer on
a tractor. The amount of weight transfer is more sensitive to the
loadings and geometry of the three point hitch than to the drawbar.
Finally, radial tires must not be neglected when trying to optimize the
tractive performance of a tractor.
A computer simulation model of a tractor system would be an
effective means to optimize the tractive performance of a tractor. The
traction model should include;
1. Tire parameters;
2. Soil parameters;
3. Hitching configuration;
4. Tractor dimensions and static weight of front and rear axles.
Most simulation models are developed from data obtained from single
wheel traction studies. When the single wheel data is applied to a
tractor, several simplifying assumptions must be made. The primary
assumption is that all drive wheel slip is symmetric with respect to the
left and right wheels. Wismer and Luth's tractive model (1972) is a
function of wheel parameters, wheel slip, and soil parameters. However,
Wismer and Luth's equations do not account for variable ground cover.
The objectives of this study are:
1. To develop a computer program mat will predict the tractive
performance of an agricultural tractor.
2. To compare the tractive performance of a tractor with single
versus dual rear tires.
3. To determine the influence that the wheel speed ratio of a
MFWA tractor has on tractive performance.
4. To determine the MFWA tractor response to various weight
distributions, drawbar pull values, and soil conditions.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Four-wheel Drive Versus Two-Wheel Drive
Various technical papers and magazine articles have been written
comparing four-wheel drive tractors with two-wheel drive tractors.
Soehne (1968) predicted that four-wheel drive (FWD) tractors would
become more popular since tractor size has been increasing. One
advantage of FWD tractors is that the entire weight of the tractor is
utilized. When equal sized tires are used, the front tires compact the
soil; therefore, the rolling resistance of the rear wheels is reduced
which leads to better power transmission by the rear wheels. The amount
of improvement depends on the soil condition. Disadvantages of the
additional driven axle include high initial cost and the need for
overload protection or a differential between the axles. Furthermore,
dual tires on their own have little effect on traction. When plowing
with mounted plows with restrained hitch linkage the rear axle load may
be increased from 65 to 85%.
Renius (1979) stated that in 1978 47% of the German tractor sales
was four-wheel drive tractors. Advantages of the FWD included increased
drawbar power due to decreased wheel slip, decreased drawbar specific
fuel consumption, better maneuverability, reduced tire wear, and less
soil compaction- These results were concluded from a series of tests
conducted in 1978 by the Agricultural Engineering Centre of the
Victorian Department of Agriculture. Similarly equipped two- and four-
wheel drive versions of the Deutz D 8006 series of tractors were tested
in cultivated sandy loam, wet cultivated sandy loam, and uncultivated
clay loam soil. The four-wheel drive tractor outperformed the two-wheel
drive in drawbar power by 15 to 20% on dry soil and 35% on wet soil.
The tractive efficiency was also higher for the FWD in all soil
conditions. For instance, on dry cultivated soil, the maximum tractive
efficiency was 72% for the four-wheel drive versus 65% for the two-wheel
drive. In drawbar specific fuel consximption, the FWD tractor was lower
except at the low pull and slip which may be explained by the larger
gear train losses in the FWD. An increase was also observed in drawbar
pull for the FWD - 40% in dry cultivated soil and 60% in wet soil. It
was also concluded that duals are not necessary because with the FWD
tractors large front tires have lower soil contact pressure, and the FWD
tractors make only two tracks, versus four wheel tracks when using dual
tires. Renius also concluded that only on permanent extremely, dry,
firm soil and without front end loading the advantages of FWD are not
profitable at present.
Ehrlinger and Carson (1982) listed the following advantages of the
front wheel drive tractor: (1) improved power transmission, (2) reduced
tire wear, (3) reduced need for dual tires, (4) reduced soil compaction,
(5) improved maneuverability, (6) improved braking performance, and (7)
improved reverse traction. It was also found that 80% of the ground
compaction is done by the front wheels. Furthermore, the four-wheel
drive tractor causes less soil compaction than a tractor with dual
tires. By adding a locking front differential to the front drive axle,
a 2 to 9% increase in tractive efticiency was observed.
Hoffman (1982) reported that on most soils a two-wheel drive
tractor developes maximum drawbar power at 10 to 15% slip. Tire
manufacturer's field tests showed that during heavy tillage farmers
operate their tractors in the range of 20 to 50% slip. Three
International Harvester tractor models 5288, 6588, and a MFWA 5288 which
produced the same engine power were used in a series of field tests.
Hoffman quoted Charles Hausz, manager of Firestone's tire engineering,
stating that radial tires have a 12% larger footprint and last 30%
longer. From the traction tests, the dual bias ply tires slipped a
little more than a single radial while operating on cultivated soil.
The mechanical FWA had improved traction when operating on wet spots in
the field. The "true" four-wheel drive tractor performed better than
the MFWA tractor because it had larger tires which were more efficient
and carried more weight,
Hoffman (1983) reported the results of another field test which
used both MFWA and two-wheel drive versions of John Deere models 4450
and 4650 tractors. This field test also attempted to compare the
performance of the two-wheel drive tractors with and without dual rear
tires. Rear dual wheels should be considered for the following reasons:
(1) for flotation on soft, wet soils, (2) and to carry enough weight on
the tractor to make efficient use of the tractor's horsepower. Dual
tires increase rolling resistance when compared to two tires running in
8line. It was observed that the tractive efficiency of the MFWA tractors
equipped with dual rear tires was reduced when operating on both tilled
and untilled soils. One possible explanation for this occurrence was
that the outer tire has a high rolling resistance and tends to lift the
inner tire away from the front tire track.
Woerman and Bashford (1983) analyzed the tractive performance of a
Case 1490 front wheel assist tractor which was operated on concrete and
tilled clay loam. The tractor was kept at a constant mass (5172 kg)
while the weight on the front axle was varied, i.e., 28, 42, and 50% of
the total tractor total mass. Furthermore, the front tire size was
varied in order to obtain different gear ratios between the front and
rear wheels. The soil cone index was 93 kPa in-the-track and 42 kPa
out-of-the-track in the range of 0 to 15 cm soil depth. The thrust
developed by the front axle was dependent on the gear ratio between
front and rear drive axles, wheel slip, and surface conditions. The
maximum traction efficiency was obtained when 35 to 40% of the dynamic
weight was carried by the front axle. The traction efficiency was also
influenced by the wheel slip ratio. High traction efficiency values
were obtained at a wheel speed ratio range of 1.01 to 1.03. Since the
tractive efficiency was dependent on soil condition, dynamic weight
distribution was more critical on a loose soil than on a hard surface.
When a MFWA tractor was properly ballasted, the tractive efficiency was
reduced when operating in two-wheel drive mode. When a MFWA tractor was
operated in four-wheel drive mode, the tractive efficiency was 3 to 5%
higher than the tractive efficiency for two-wheel drive mode if the
tractor was "optimally" ballasted for each operation mode.
An instrumented Kubota L245DT tractor (17.5 kW) was operated by
Clark (1984) in both two- and four-wheel drive modes. The tractor was
loaded by the means of three point hitch mounted plow. The MFWA tractor
was operated on three soil types ranging from clay to a light sandy
soil. With wheel slip as the limiting factor, the four-wheel drive mode
showed a significantly higher ground speed (52 to 106%) over two-wheel
drive. The fuel consumption was significantly higher for the four-wheel
drive mode over the two-wheel drive when when operating in the soft
Helena sandy loam soil. Four-wheel drive increased drawbar power from
45 to 124% over two-wheel drive mode.
Bashford (1984) investigated the relative power losses associated
with rolling resistance and slip of the drive wheels for a MFWA tractor
operated in both two- and four-wheel drive modes. When the tractor was
operated in four-wheel drive mode, the slip power loss was relatively
independent of drive mode and the weight distribution. In two-wheel
drive the ballast condition was critical to the tractive performance of
the tractor. Motion resistance loss was relatively independent of drive
mode and ballast distribution. The MFWA tractor had less wheel slip and
higher tractive efficiency than the same tractor operated in the two-
wheel drive mode. At maximum tractive efficiency, a MFWA tractor pulled
a heavier load and traveled faster than a two-wheel drive tractor. The
performance advantage of the MFWA tractor over a two-wheel drive tractor
was dependent on the tractive surface and the ballast distribution.
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Dual Tires
Clark and Liljedahl (1969) investigated the tractive performance of
dual wheels by the means of a soil bin study. Two tire model sizes were
used: (1) 4.00-8 and (2) 6.00-12. The soil consisted of 28.6% sand,
63.5% fire clay sand, and 7.9% mineral oil. For the tandem wheel tests,
the second pass of the wheels was made in the rut made by the first pass
of the wheels. It was observed that the full advantage of dual tires
was not utilized unless the inflation pressure of both tires was reduced
below the inflation pressure for a single tire. High pressure duals (83
kPa) were superior in tractive efficiency, tractive force, and wheel
sinkage to the single tire. In the loose soil, the lower pressure duals
(55 kPa) were superior in wheel sinkage, tractive efficiency, and
tractive force to the higher pressure duals (83 kPa>.
Hauz and Akins (1980) conducted a series of field tests using an
International Harvester 1586 tractor and the Firestone Tire Company's
"Mean Machine". The field tests were designed to compare dual tire
performance versus single tire performance, and radial tire versus bias-
ply tires on sod and loose soil. The major results included: (1) when
weighted equally, the 20.8-38 (8 ply) tires performed slightly better
than a 20.8-38 (10 ply) tire, (2) a similarly weighted 20.8-38 radial
tire performed significantly better than a bias ply tire of the same
size and ply, (3) significantly improved tractive field performance can
be obtained with duals in some field conditions (18.4-38 duals versus
18.4-38 single). In order to take full advantage of the dual tires.
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weight must be added in excess of the maximum weight for a single tire.
Because of the increased rolling resistance, the maximum power with
heavier duals had a less significant increase than did drawbar pull.
Carper and Opp (1977) used a Steiger Panther III ST-310 and the
Firestone Tire Company's "Mean Machine" to conduct a series of tire
tests comparing single, dual, and triple tire combinations. The soil
test conditions included sod, a clay track, and disked soil. In
general, duals (23.1-34 tires) were superior in traction to large
singles (30.5L-32 tires), with the largest increase on the clay track.
Lower inflation pressures in the outer tires (96 kPa in the inner and 83
kPa in the outer) consistently outperformed the higher pressure duals
(138 kPa in both tires). By reducing the the inflation pressure, the
contact area increased; therefore, slip decreased and drawbar power
increased. Finally, radial tires (18.4R-38 duals) showed less slip than
the bias ply duals (18.4-38 tires).
Radial Tires
Bohnert and Kenady (1975) stated that the radial tire construction
increased traction, reduced fuel consumption, increased wear, and
improved the ride when compared to bias ply tires. From the tests, the
cross-section of a radial tire was approximately 5% greater than a bias
ply tire while the contact area was 22% greater than the bias ply tire.
From field studies in the 0 to 30% slip range, the radial tire had 17.6%
more traction in tilled soil, 14.5% more traction in sod, 12%
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improvement in tractive efficiency in tilled soil, and 4.1% improvement
in sod over bias ply tires. Also, the tire's sidewall buckling was less
of a problem since the torque stresses were uniformly distributed in a
radial tire.
Lyne et al. (1982) used an instrumented Massey Ferguson 188 to
observe the effect wheel ballast has on specific fuel consumption. On
the loose soil, the maximum drawbar power occurred at the point of
minimum specific fuel consumption for bias ply tires. For radial tires,
the minimum specific fuel consumption did not occur at the maximum
tractive efficiency. On the other hand, when using bias ply tires, the
minimum specific fuel consumption occurred at maximum tractive
In general, as the ballast increased, drawbar power
increased along with engine output power while the specific fuel
consumption decreased.
Burt et al. (1982) found by increasing the tire pressure that the
tractive efficiency could also be increased. The minimum tractive
efficiency occurred at a static weight of 22.8 kN and a tire pressure of
62 kPa. To develop a certain drawbar pull, the maximum tractive
efficiency does not necessarily occur at minimum slip.
Marshall et al. (1984) used a large four-wheel drive tractor to
determine the tire's standing radius. Then, the relationship between
the tire's rolling radius and standing radius was determined. It was
concluded that equal inflation pressure of all 4 tires resulted in
unequal front and rear standing radii, which, caused the front wheel
speed ratio to become less than unity.
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Traction Models
Buchele (1952) developed a traction model for both two- and four-
wheel drive tractors that predicted weight transfer from horizontal pull
using Bekker's equations. In this model, the sum of the moments was
taken around the centerline of the rear axle and not about a point on
the periphery of the rear tire.
Wismer and Luth (1972) developed equations which related the soil
conditions and the tire characteristics to tractive performance.
Dimensional analysis simplified the prediction equations for the
multivariable system. The vehicle parameters included: IF - the towed
wheel force; W - the dynamic load on the tire; P - the drawbar pull; Q -
the wheel torque; and r - the rolling radius. The soil and tire
parameters included: CI - the soil cone index; b - the tire section
width; d - the outside diameter of the tire; and S - the wheel slip.
For a towed wheel, the axle torque is zero if friction is neglected. A
self-propelled wheel must first overcome the rolling resistance of the
wheel before wheel pull can be developed. The equations for the
tractive performance model were developed for both purely cohesive soils
and partially saturated, cohesive-frictional soils. The cone index was
the only parameter which measures the physical soil properties. The
cone index provides a measure of soil strength, soil cohesion, angle of
internal friction, and the soil-to-metal friction in a composite way.
This measure varied with the depth of soil penetration. It was found
that the average cone index for the first 15 cm soil depth best
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correlated with tire sinkages less than 5 cm and over 8 cm sinkage, the
average cone index should be taken 15 cm below the tire sinkage.*
Furthermore, the cone index should be taken before the wheel traffic has
taken place. On tilled soils, there is no satisfactory method for
predicting after-traffic measurements of the cone index. The tire
deflection of the towed wheel must not exceed 20% of the undeflected
tire section height if this model was to accurately predict tractive
performance.
Other traction models, (Summers et al. (1983), Summers and Von
Bargen (1983), McNab et al. (1977), Adsit and Clark (1983), Pacey
(1984), Iff et al. (1982)) based their models on Wismer and Luth's
prediction equations. All these models confirmed that Wismer and Luth's
equations were useful for predicting the tractive performance of an
agricultural tractor. Some of these models compared tractive
performance results collected from field studies with the results
predicted by the Wismer and Luth equations.
Adsit and Clark (1983) suggested that Wismer and Luth's equations
should include a factor for differences in ground cover. Summers et al.
(1983) developed a tractive performance model that included submodels of
the tractor engine and transmission. The model also included an
equation that predicted the multi-pass effect of the front tires on the
soil cone index. The drawbar load was simulated as a sinusoidual
function to model the load conditions when plowing. Summers also
included in his model an equation which predicted the multi-pass effect
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of the front tires on the soil cone index. The fuel efficiency of a
two-wheel drive tractor was predicted to be 15% less than a two-wheel
drive tractor equipped with dual wheels. A four-wheel drive tractor was
predicted to be 8.3% more efficient than the two-wheel drive tractor
with duals.
Dwyer (1984) developed a traction model which was based on Gee-
Clough's equations. The model included several implement models. The
average cone index was measured in the top 250 mm of the soil. In order
to take into account the multi-pass effect of the tires, the cone index
for the soil under the rear wheels was increased by a factor of 2 to 3
in comparison with the cone index of the soil under the front wheels.
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TRACTION MODEL DEVELOPMENT
During field operations, the tractive performance of four-wheel
drive tractors was influenced by the speed ratios between the front and
rear wheels, the tire sizes and the weight distribution between the
front and rear axles, and the soil physical conditions, as well as the
drawbar loading conditions.
Assumptions for the Model
In order to simplify the analysis of the tractive performance of
the agricultural tractor, the following assumptions were made:
1. Equal tire loadings on the left and right tires?
2. Equal slip values for the left and right tires;
3. A cohesive-frictional soil;
4. Bearing friction is negligible;
5. No lateral land slope;
6. Equal tire loadings on the inside and outside tires of the
dual configuration.
Static Equilibrium of the Tractor Configuration
By summing the moments about the rear wheel support force
application point, the following equations for the dynamic wheel
reactions were derived.
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Drawbar loads
From the free body diagram of the tractor with a drawbar loading,
shown in Figure I, the following static equilibrium equation for the
rear dynamic axle load, F2Y, was formulated:
F2y= (A1-B1/WHB)/C1 [1]
Where:
Al= W*C0S(ANG1)+F4Y+FTDWT [la]
Bl= FTDWT(WHB+X6)+W(X5*SIN(ANG1))-X4*F4y
-Y4*F4X [lb]
Cl= 1-(0.10*RR02)/WHB [ic]
ANGl = Slope of the terrain;
FTPWT = Front ballast, e.g., suitcase weights;
F4X = Horizontal component of drawbar pull;
F4Y = Vertical component of drawbar pull;
RR02 = Rear tire rolling radius?
W = Total weight of the tractor;
WHB = Wheelbase of the tractor;
X4 = Horizontal distance from the rear axle to the
hitch point;
X5 = Horizontal distance from the rear axle to the
center of gravity;
X6 = Horizontal distance from the front axle to the
front ballast;
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Y4 = Vertical distance from the soil surface to the
hitch point 7
Y5 = Vertical distance from the soil surface to the
center of gravity.
After determining the rear dynamic axle load for the tractor shown
in Figure 1, the following static equilibrium equation for the front
dynamic axle load, FlY, was formulated:
FlY = W*C0SCANG1)+F4y+FTDWT-F2Y [2]
Three point hitch implement loads
From the free body diagram of the tractor with a three-point
implement hitch loading, shown in Figure 2, the static equilibrium
equations were formulated. The following static equilibrium equation
was formulated by summing the moments about the rear support force
application point. The following equation was used to compute the rear
dynamic axle load, F2Y:
F2Y = (AA*CC*WHB+BB)/DD [3]
Where:
AA = (W*C0S(ANG1))*X5-(W*SIN(ANG1))*Y5+FTDWT*
(WHB+X6) [3a]
SB = -(DLAC0S(ANG3))*(X8+WHB)+(TL*C0S(ANG2))*
(X7+WHB)-(DL*SIN(ANG3))*Y8+(TL*SIN(ANG2)*y7 [3b]
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CC = W*C0S{ANG1)+FTDWT-DL*C0S(ANG3)+TL*
C0S{ANG2) [3c]
DD = 0.10*RROR-WHB [3d]
ANG2 = The angle of the top link of the three
point hitch;
ANG3 = The anqle of the bottom link of the three
point hitch;
DL = The force on the bottom link;
TL = The force on the top link.
With the rear dynamic axle load, the following static equilibrium
equation was formulated to compute the front dynamic axle load:
FlY = CC-F2Y [4]
Traction Model Development
The tractor model was formulated as a set of composite system
relationships, e.g., the tire-soil relationships, and the tractive
effort.
Drawbar pull prediction equation
For agricultural drive tires on cohesive-friction soils, the gross
tractive effort for the front and rear axles, GTF and GTR, respectively,
were predicted with following equations (Wismer and Luth, 1972):
GTF = 0.75*(1-EXP(-0.3*CNF*SF))*F1Y [5a]
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GTR = 0.75*(1-EXP(-0.3*CNR*SR))*F2Y [5b]
Where:
FlY = Front dynamic axle load from Equation [2] or [4]
F2Y = Rear dynamic axle load from Equation [1] or [3]
CNF = (CI*BF*DF)/Fiy, Front wheel numeric;
CNR = (CI'^BR*DR)/F2Y, Rear wheel numeric;
CI = Soil cone index;
BF = Front tire section width;
BR = Rear tire diameter;
DF = Unloaded front tire diameter;
DR = Unloaded rear tire diameter;
SF = Front wheel slip;
SR = Rear wheel slip.
The drawbar pull, DP, was equal to the sum of the gross tractive
efforts of the drive axles. For a two-wheel drive tractor, the drawbar
pull was expressed in equation form as:
DP = GTR [6a]
While for a four-wheel drive tractor, the drawbar pull was
expressed in equation form as:
DP = GTR+GTF [6b]
Where;
GTF = Gross tractive effort of the front wheels;
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GTR = Gross tractive effort of the rear wheels.
Rolling resistance
The front and rear rolling resistances, SRF and SRR, respectively,
were defined as the force required to tow the loaded tire parallel to
the soil surface (Wismer and Luth, 1972). For cohesive-friction soils,
the resulting equations were:
SRF = (1.2/CNF + 0.04)*F1Y [7a]
SRR = (1.2/CNR + 0.04)*F2Y [7b]
Where;
CNF = Front wheel ni^eric;
CNR = Rear wheel numeric;
FlY = Front dynamic axle load;
F2Y = Rear dynamic axle load.
Tractive efficiency
Tractive efficiency was defined as the ratio of the output power to
the input power of the driven wheel (Wismer and Luth, 1972). For
cohesive-friction soils, the resulting equations for predicting the
tractive efficiency for the front and rear drive axles, TEF and TER,
respectively, were:
TEF = (1-SRF/GTF)*{1-SF) [8a]
TER = (1-SRR/GTR)*(1-SR) [8b]
Where:
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GTF = Front gross tractive effort;
GTR = Rear gross tractive effort;
SF = Front wheel slip;
SR = Rear wheel slip;
SRF = Front rolling resistance;
SRR = Rear rolling resistance.
Wheel torque
For cohesive-friction soils, the equations for predicting the
torque developed by the front and rear drive axles, TOF and TOR,
respectively, were:
TOF = 0.75*(1-EXP(-0.3*CNF*SF))*RR0F*F1Y [9a]
TOR = 0.75*(l-EXP(-O.3*CNR*SR))*RROR*F2Y [9b]
Where:
CNF = Front wheel numeric;
CNR = Rear wheel numeric;
FlY = Front dynamic axle load;
F2Y = Rear dynamic axle load;
RROF = Front tire rolling radius;
RROR = Rear tire rolling radius.
Radial tires
For radial tires, a correction factor of 0.35, instead of the value
of 0.30 was used in the gross tractive effort and wheel torque equations
(Summers and Von Bargen, 1983).
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Multi-pass effect on the soil cone index
When a driven wheel follows the track made by another driven wheel,
the physical soil properties have been changed for the second wheel
which was called the "multi-pass effect". An equation was formulated to
model the "multi-pass effect" which was based on soil bin similitude
studies rather than actual field data (Pitts and Goering, 1979). The
resulting prediction equation was:
(CI)a/{CI)b =(l+ia.09*(A4)''-S54)*exP(A5) [10]
Where:
A4 = FlY/((CI)b*BF*DF) [10a]
A5 = -0.585*X2 / (g*BF) [10b]
(CI)a = Soil cone index after the first or front tire
pass;
BF = Front tire section width;
(CI)b = Soil cone index before the first or front tire
pass;
DF = Front tire unloaded diameter;
FlY = Front dynamic axle load;
g = Acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/s^);
X = Forward velocity of the first or front wheel.
The results predicted by this equation had not been correlated with
actual field data.
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Wheel speed ratio between the front and rear
With four-wheel drive tractor models, the front wheel slip was
determined by a fixed speed ratio between the front and rear wheels.
With a mechanical front drive, the speed ratio (GRAT) was constant.
The equation used to compute the front wheel slip, SF, was:
SF = GRAT*SR [11]
Where:
GRAT = Speed ratio between front and rear wheels;
SR = Rear wheel slip.
Coefficient of net traction
The coefficients of net traction for the front and rear drive
axles, CNTF and CNTR, respectively, were defined as the ratio of net
traction to the wheel load and were expressed in equation form as:
CNTF = (GTF-SRF)/F1Y [12a]
CNTR = (GTR-SRR)/F2Y [12b]
Where:
GTF = Front gross tractive effort;
GTR = Rear gross tractive effort;
FlY = Front dynamic axle load;
F2Y = Rear dynamic axle load;
SRF = Front wheel rolling resistance;
SRR = Rear wheel rolling resistance.
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Coefficient of rolling resistance
The coefficient of rolling resistance was defined as the ratio of
rolling resistance to the wheel load and the resulting equation was:
CRRF = SRF/FIY [13a]
CRRR = SRR/F2y [13b]
Where:
GTF = Front gross tractive effort?
GTR = Rear gross tractive effort;
FlY = Front dynamic axle load;
F2Y = Rear dynamic axle load;
SRF = Front rolling resistance;
SRR = Rear rolling resistance.
Drawbar power
The drawbar power,DRAWHP, was defined in terms of the drawbar pull
and the forward velocity, and was expressed in equation form as:
DRAWHP = (1/3600)*F4X*VEL [14]
Where:
F4X = Horizontal drawbar pull;
VEL = Forward velocity of the tractor.
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Wheel power
The power, delivered by the wheel to the soil by the front and rear
drive axles, POWERF and POWERR, respectively, were defined as the front
and rear wheel pov;er and were expressed in equation form as:
POWERF = ((GTF-SRF)*VEL)/3600. [15a]
POWERR = ((GTR-SRR)*VEL)/3600. [15b]
Where:
GTF = Front gross tractive effort;
GTR = Rear gross tractive effort;
SRF - Front rolling resistance;
SRR = Rear rolling resistance;
VEL = Forward velocity of the tractor.
Average tractive efficiency
The average tractive efficiency, AVTE, was defined as the ratio of
drawbar horsepower to the sum of the individual power delivered by each
wheel. The resulting equation was:
AVTE = DRAWHP/{(POWERF/TEF)+{POWERR/TER)) [16]
Where;
POWERF = Front wheel power;
POWERR = Rear wheel power;
TEF = Front tractive efficiency;
TER = Rear tractive efficiency.
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Tire sinkage
The equations for predicting the front and rear wheel sinkage,
SINKF and SINKR, respectively were (Iff et al., 1982):
FSINK = DF/(-0,13*FMOBNU2 +14.7*FM0BNU - 30.94) [17a]
RSINK = DR/(-0,13*RMOBNU2 +14.7*RH0BNU - 30.94) [17b]
Where:
FMOBNU = CNF^IDEFF/HF)"-5 *0.68947 [17c]
R110BNU = CNR*{DEFR/HR)''-5 *0.68947 [17d]
QJF = Front wheel numeric;
QIR = Rear wheel numeric;
DF = Front wheel diameter;
DR = Rear wheel diameter;
DEFF = Front tire deflection;
DEFR = Rear tire deflection;
HF = Front tire section height;
HR = Rear tire section height.
Initial slip value
For the tractor simulation model, an initial rear wheel slip value
had to be assigned in order to operate the model algorithm. The initial
slip values were determined from the following equations:
SR = 0.018*(EXP{6.67*10-5 *F4X) (Radial tire) [18a]
SR = 0.025*EXP(9.0*10-5 *jr4x) (Bias tire) [18b]
Where:
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F4X = Horizontal drawbar pull.
Rolling radius
The dynamic rolling radii for the front and rear tires, RROF and
RROR, respectively were computed in terms of the static rolling radii
and were expressed in equation form as (Bohnert and Kenady, 1975):
RROF = RROF*(0.9756-5 .074*10- 6 *DF4) (Radial tire) [19a]
RROR = RROR*(0.9756-5,.074*10- 6 *DR4) (Radial tire) [19b]
RROF = RR0F*(1.003-14..097*10- 6 *DF4) (Bias tire) [19c]
RROR = RR0R*(1.003-14..097*10- 6 *DR4) (Bias tire) [19d]
Where:
DF4 = (2.2046/FlY)/9.81
DR4 - (2.2046/F2Y)/9.81
FlY = Front dynamic axle load;
F2Y = Rear dynamic axle load;
RROF = Front static rolling radius;
RROR = Rear static rolling radius.
Tire deflection values
The tire deflection values, DEF, which were obtained by fitting an
exponential curve through actual tire deflection data. For a B.F.
Goodrich 18.4-38 tire with 138 kPa (20 psi) inflation pressure, the
formulated equations were:
DEFF = 2.437*10-5 *(FlY/2)"•^^56 (Radial tire) [20a]
DEFR = 2.437*10-5 *( F2Y/2)" •" '^56 (Radial tire) [20b]
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DEFF = 2.327*10-5 *(FlY/2) ® ^8s (Bias tire) [20c]
DEFR = 2.327*10-5 *(F2Y/2)" • (Bias tire) [20d]
Where:
FlY = Front dynamic axle load;
F2Y = Rear dynamic axle load.
Flow Chart for the Simulation Program
After determining the equations for the model, a flow chart was
developed to determine the order of the calculations, as shown in Figure
3. Note the various warnings for situations for which the results of
the model may be in error. These warnings are clearly printed on the
output from the model. A sample output from the simulation program can
be found in Table 19 of the Appendix.
INITIALIZE
INPDT
VARIABLES
ECHO PRIT'T
OP
INPDT VARIABLES
2 WD
OH
A VD
SINGLE ^
OR DUAL
TIRES ^
CALCULATE HORT,
DIST. OF C.G.
CALCULATE FRONT
AND REAR FORCES
/ 7R0?1T \
END STABILITY
CALCULATE
TIRE
DEFLECTIONS
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CALCULATC INITIAL
SLIP VALUE
USE SKCAOT
METHOD TO CHECK
SLIP COffVERGANCS
/ DCBS \
"SLIP CONVERGE
AFTER 15
VITEKATIONS /
PRINT DEFLECTION
WARiaNG
LAST SLIP
VALUE
PHINT SLIP
WARNING
PRINT SLIP
WARNING
CALCULATE FROOT AND
HEAR WHEEL PULL
•PRINT STABILITY
I WARI-IING
PRINT OUT ALL
CALCULATED VALUES
STOP
/ WHEEL \
POWiK EXCEEDS
V ENGINE y
\ POWER /
PRINT POWlffl
wAR:nNC
STOP
CALCULATE FRONT AND REAR
WHEEL TORQUE, TRACTIVE EFFICIENCY,
TIRE SINKAGE, COEFFICIENT OF ROLLING RESISTANCE
COEFFICIENT OF NET TRACTION
FIGURE 3. Flow chart for the program
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Numerous computer runs were made in which a single parameter was
varied. The parameters that were varied included: the soil cone index,
speed ratio, front tire size, and front weight distribution (total
tractor weight kept constant). The program was also run for both single
and dual rear tire configurations. A summary of the results are found
in Tables 1-18 in the Appendix. The results recorded in Taoles 1-18 of
the Appendix were used to construct the following graphs (Figures 4-26).
Figures 4-6
This series of figures showed the relationship between front wheel
slip and weight distribution on the front axle. The soil cone index was
varied .from 20 to 60 N/cm^, while the drawbar pull was held constant at
33360 N. The individual curves showed the effect the front-to-rear
wheel speed ratio had on the front wheel slip values. In this series of
figures, the highest slip values occurred with a 1.05 speed ratio
(GRAT), and the lowest slip values occurred with a 0.95 speed ratio for
both dual and single tire configurations. The lower the cone index, the
greater the effect that weight distribution had on the slip values.
This was true for both dual and single rear tire configurations. The
1.05 speed ratio was affected the most by weight distribution on the
front axle.
In Figure 4, the front wheel slip - weight distribution curves for
the single tire configuration had a concave-upward shape while the
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curves for the dual tire configuration had a positive exponential shape.
In general, the curves for the single tire configuration started at high
slip values, leveled off in the range of 35 to 40% front axle weight,
and then increased slightly in the range of 40 to 50%. The minimum
front slip values occurred in the 35 to 40% weight distribution range
for all the speed ratios. The curves for the dual tire configuration
had relatively constant slip values in the range of 15 to 40% front
weight distribution, and then increased markedly in the range from 40 to
50%. The minimum front slip values occurred approximately in the 25 to
30% range for all speed ratios.
In Figure 5, the front wheel slip - weight distribution curves for
the single tire showed a different shape than the curves shown in Figure
4. These curves had only a slightly concave upward shape while the dual
tire curves had a positive exponential shape. In general, the curves
for the single tire started at high slip values, leveled off in the 40
to 45% front weight distribution range, and then increased slightly in
the 45 to 50% range. The minimum slip values generally occurred in the
35 to 40% range.
In Figure 5, the curves for the dual tire configuration increased
slightly through the entire weight distribution range, with the
exception being the 0.95 speed ratio where the curve increased at a
faster exponential rate. The minimum front slip values occurred in the
25 to 30% front weight distribution range.
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In Figure 6, the slip - weight distribution curves have the same
shape as the curves shown in Figure 5. It was observed that the curve
for the dual tire configuration and the 1,05 speed ratio had higher slip
values than the curve for the the single tire configuration and the 0.95
speed ratio.
Figures 7-9
This series of figures showed the relationship between front wheel
slip and weight distribution on the front axle. The front-to-rear wheel
speed ratio was varied from 0.95 to 1.05, while the drawbar pull was
held constant at 33360 N. The individual curves showed the relationship
between cone index and front wheel slip. The higher the speed ratio
was, the higher the front wheel slip values was for the tire
configurations.
The shapes of the front slip - weight distribution curves were
nearly identical to those curves in Figures 4-6. The curves containing
the soil cone index value of 20 N/cm^ had a pronounced concave upward
and positive exponential shapes in comparison with the other curves for
the single and dual tire configurations, respectively. A possible
explanation may be the rolling resistance increased greatly at a low
soil cone index value; therefore, the gross pull must also increase. In
turn, this caused the wheel slip to increase.
In general, when the speed ratio was greater than unity, the front
wheels were pulling the rear wheels. When the speed ratio is less than
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unity, the gross pull increased causing the slip to increase since the
rear wheels were pushing the front wheels.
In Figure 7, the minimum front slip value for all single tire
configurations occurred in the 35 to 40% front weight distribution range
for all cone indices. The minimum front slip value for the dual tire
configurations occurred at approximately in the 25 to 30% front weight
distribution range. This same general trend was also shown in Figures 8
and 9.
Figures 10-12
This series of figures showed the relationship between front wheel
slip and weight distribution on the front axle. The drawbar pull was
varied from 22240 N to 44480 N, while the cone index was held constant
at 40 N/cm2. The individual curves showed the relationship between the
drawbar pull and front wheel slip. The only major difference betv;een
the figures was the range of slip values. As the wheel slip ratio
became larger, the front slip values increased for a given drawbar pull.
In Figure 10, the front wheel slip-weight distribution curves for
the single tire configuration had a linear shape for the 22240 N drawbar
pull. The curve for the 33360 N drawbar pull had a slightly concave
upward shape, and the 44480 N drawbar pull curve had a distinctive
concave upward shape. The minimum slip values occurred approximately in
the 35 to 40% front weight distribution range for all drawbar pull
values. The curves for the dual tire configuration generally showed an
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positive exponential shape. The dual tire configuration curves started
at a low slip value and increased exponentially as the front weight
distribution increased. The higher the drawbar pull, the faster the
exponential rate. The minimum slip values occurred in the 25 to 35%
weight distribution range for the all drawbar pull curves with the dual
tire configuration.
In Figures 11 and 12, the general shapes of the curves for both the
dual and single tire configurations were the same as for Figure 10. In
Figures 11 and 12, the minimum values for the single tire configuration
occurred near the 40% weight distribution. In Figure 11, the minimum
front slip value for the dual tire configuration occurred approximately
in the 25 to 30% weight distribution range, while in Figure 12, the
minimum slip value occurred in the 30 to 35% range.
Figures 13-15
This series of figures showed the relationship between front and
rear wheel tractive efficiencies and the weight distribution on the
front axle for the single tire configuration. The individual figures
showed the relationship between the front-to-rear rear wheel speed
ratios and tractive efficiency. The soil cone index was varied from 20
to 60 N/cm2, while the drawbar pull was held constant at 33360 N. In
Figures 13, 14, and 15, the general shape of the curves for both the
dual and single tire configurations were the same except that the
magnitudes of the tractive efficiency values were different. Increasing
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the cone index caused the range of tractive efficiency values to
decrease for the various weight distributions. Furthermore, the values
of the tractive efficiency increased significantly as the cone index
increased.
In all three figures, the rear tractive efficiencies were nearly
parallel and decreased as the speed ratio was decreased from 1.05 to
0.95. Generally, the front tractive efficiencies values showed a larger
variation than did the rear tractive efficiency values with the
exception being Figure 15. The front tractive efficiency values showed
an almost linear drop as the front axle load increased. When the front
axle load was 25% of the static vehicle weight, the front tractive
efficiency decreased as the speed ratio increased. When the front axle
load was 50% of the static vehicle weight, the tractive efficiency
increased as the speed ratio increased.
In Figures 13,14, and 15, the rear tractive efficiency curves had a
concave downward shape. The maximum values for the rear tractive
efficiencies occurred in the 40 to 50% front weight distribution range
for all speed ratios in Figure 13. In Figures 14 and 15, the maximum
rear tractive efficiencies occurred in the 40 to 50% front weight
distribution range for all speed ratios.
The point where front and rear tractive efficiency curves
intersected theoretically represented the optimum weight distribution.
As the cone index increased, the intersection point value of tractive
efficiency also increased. For a speed ratio of 0.95, the intersection
48
point varied from 30 to 33% static weight distribution on the front
axle. For the speed ratio of 1.00, this point varied in a range from 29
to 34%, and for a speed ratio of 1.05, the intersection point varied in
the range of 25 to 29%.
In Figure 13, it was observed that the front wheel tractive
efficiency dropped significantly in the range of 35 to 50% weight
distribution. A possible explanation may be that small front tires had
a large rolling resistance when operating in a soft soil.
Figures 16-18
This series of figures showed the relationship between the front
and rear wheel tractive efficiencies and the weight distribution for the
dual tire configuration. The soil cone index was varied from 20 to 60
N/cm2, while the drawbar pull was held constant at 33360 N. The
individual curves showed the relationship between the speed ratios and
the tractive efficiencies. Increasing the soil cone index caused both
the front and rear tractive efficiency values to increase for all speed
ratios. In Figures 16,17, and 18, the rear tractive efficiency curves
followed the same general shape. However, the front tractive efficiency
curves did not share a common shape between each other in Figures 16,17
and 18.
In Figure 16, the front tractive efficiency dropped almost linearly
in the 25 to 40% front weight distribution range for speed ratios of
1.00 and 1.05. Then, in the 40 to 50% front weight distribution range.
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the decrease in tractive efficiency leveled off. The 0.95 speed ratio
front tractive efficiency curve decreased linearly in the 25 to 40%
front weight distribution range. Then, in the 40 to 50% weight
distribution range, it showed a significant increase in tractive
efficiency.
In Figure 17, the 1.00 and 1.05 speed ratios showed a linear
decrease in tractive efficiency over the 25 to 50% front weight
distribution range. However, the slope was not as steep as the slope of
the curves in Figure 16. The 0.95 wheel speed curve showed a concave
upward shape.
In Figure 18, the 1.00 and 1.05 wheel speed curves showed a linear
decrease in tractive efficiency as in the other figures. The 0.95 speed
ratio had an irregular pattern with the tractive efficiency values
increasing substantially in the 40 to 50% front weight distribution
range.
The maximum rear and front tractive efficiency values belonged to
the speed ratio of 1.05 in all three figures. On firmer soil, the rear
tractive efficiency converged closer together for the various speed
ratios. As the cone index increased, the front tractive efficiency
increased significantly while the rear tractive efficiency increased
only 5% at the higher front axle loadings.
In Figures 16, 17, and 18, the maximum front tractive efficiency
occurred at a front weight distribution of 25% for all speed ratios. In
Figures 17 and 18, the maximum rear tractive efficiency occurred in the
53
45 to 50% front weight distribution range for all speed ratios. In
Figure 16, the maximum rear tractive efficiency values occurred in the
40 to 45% front weight distribution range.
Figures 19-21
These figures showed the relationship between the front wheel
tractive efficiency and the weight distribution on the front axle. For
both the single and dual tire configurations, the speed ratio was varied
from 0.95 to 1.05, while the drawbar pull was held constant at 33360 N.
The individual curves showed the relationship between the soil cone
index and tractive efficiency. The general trends shown in the three
figures were identical except for the curve for the dual wheel
configuration with a speed ratio of 0.95 and a soil cone index value of
50 N/cm^ in Figure 19. This phenomenon was also observed in the
proceeding series of figures.
For this series of figures, the tractive efficiency of both the
single and dual tire configurations were roughly parallel when comparing
the various cone indices. The curve with the cone index of 60 N/cm^ had
the highest tractive efficiency value. The only exception was the dual
tire configuration in Figure 19 where the front tractive efficiency
values were below 0%, as shown in Table 7 in the Appendix. In Figures
20 and 21, the maximum tractive efficiencies varied between the dual and
single tire configurations for the same soil cone index.
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In Figure 19, with soil cone indices of 20 and 40 N/cm^, the dual
tire configuration curves showed a concave downward shape. The minimum
front tractive efficiency occurred approximately at the 40% front weight
distribution. The single tire curves for all soil cone indices showed a
linear trend. The front tractive efficiency values for all cone indices
occurred at a front weight distribution of 25% in Figures 19, 20 and 21.
In Figures 20 and 21, the maximum front and rear tractive
efficiency values for both the dual and single tire combinations
occurred at a 25% front weight distribution for all soil cone indices.
Figures 22-24
This series of figures showed the relationship between the tractive
efficiency and the weight distribution for both the single and dual tire
configurations. The speed ratio was varied between 0.95 and 1.05, while
the soil cone index was held constant at 40 N/cm^. The individual
curves showed the relationship between the drawbar pull and tractive
efficiency. Each figure had different curve patterns.
In Figure 22, for the dual tire configuration and 22240 N drawbar
pull curve, the model predicted negative front wheel slip values which
caused the tractive efficiency values to be greater than 100%. Also,
the dual tire configuration and 33360 N drawbar pull curve had a
pronounced parabolic shape where the front wheel tractive efficiency
decreased to a value of 25% at a static weight distribution of 40% on
the front axle. None of the other curves in this series of three
figures showed this trend.
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When the 22240 N drawbar pull curves were compared in Figures 23
and 24, the dual tire configuration showed a signiricant decrease in
tractive efficiency over the single tire configuration. In Figures 23
and 24, the curve for the single tire configuration and a 22240 N
drawbar pull had a concave downward shape with its maximum front wheel
tractive efficiency at a 40% static weight distribution on the front
axle. Generally, in Figures 22-24, the front tractive efficiency did
not drop as rapidly as the front axle weight increased. The tractive
efficiency then leveled off and decreased from 40 to 50% front axle
load.
All three figures showed that with a constant drawbar pull, the
single tire configurations had a substantially higher tractive
efficiency values than the dual configuration. Normally, the curves
followed a linear decrease in front tractive efficiency as the weight on
the front axle increased.
Figure 25
This figure showed the relationship between the front wheel slip
and the static weight distribution on the front axle. The speed ratio
was varied from 0.95 to 1.05 for two different sizes of front tires. The
drawbar pull and the soil cone index were held constant at 33360 N and
20 N/cm^, respectively. The two front tire sizes used in this figure
were 16.9-24 (Tl) and 14.9-26 (T2). The curves for the two tire sizes
at the same speed ratio were nearly parallel and had a concave upward
shape.
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The (14.9-26) tire had consistently higher front slip values when
compared with the (16.9-24) tire. As the weight distribution on the
front axle increased, the wheel slip values for the two front tires
tended to diverge. The speed ratio did not affect the divergence of the
slip values between the two tire sizes. As noted in Figures 4-6, the
highest front wheel slip values occurred with the speed ratio of 1.05,
while the lowest front wheel slip values occurred with a speed ratio of
0.95. If the rear wheel slip values had been plotted, the highest rear
wheel slip values would have occurred with the speed ratio of 0.95 and
the lowest rear wheel slip values would have occurred with the speed
ratio of 1.05.
Figure 26
This figure showed the relationship between the front wheel
tractive efficiency and the static weight distribution. The speed ratio
was varied from 0.95 to 1.05 for two different front tire sizes. The
drawbar pull and the cone index were held constant at 33360 N and 20
N/cm2, respectively. All the curves were nearly parallel except for the
curve for the speed ratio of 1.00 and the (16.9-24) tire. Values
throughout the entire range were consistently higher in comparison with
the (14.9-26) tire's tractive efficiency values. This was explained by
observing Figure 25 where the (16.9-24) tire had the higher slip values.
There was not much difference in tractive efficiency values between the
two front tire sizes throughout the entire weight distribution range.
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The front wheel tractive efficiency values showed the same pattern as
those values shown in Figure 10.
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CONCLUSION
When the drawbar pull was held constant at 33360 N and the cone
index was varied from 20 to 60 N/cm^, the weight distribution between
the front and rear axles had less influence on the front wheel slip as
the cone index value increased. The dual tire configuration decreased
the front wheel slip significantly across the entire weight distribution
range when compared to the same speed ratio for the single tire
configuration.
When the drawbar pull was held constant at 33360 N and the speed
ratio was varied from 0.95 to 1.05, the front wheel slip increased
significantly for the same weight distribution for both the single and
dual tire configurations.
When the soil cone index was held constant at 40 N/cm^ and the
speed ratio was varied from 0.95 to 1.05, the front wheel slip values
increased significantly for the same weight distribution and drawbar
pull as the speed ratio increased. The higher the drawbar pull value,
the more sensitive the front wheel slip was to the weight distribution
for both the single and dual tire configurations.
When the drawbar pull was held constant at 33360 N and the soil
cone index was varied from 20 to 60 N/cm^ , both the front and rear
tractive efficiencies for the single tire configuration increased
significantly for the same weight distribution and speed ratio as the
cone index increased. With the dual tire configuration, only the front
tractive efficiency showed an increase as the cone index increased. For
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both the single and dual tire configurations, the front tractive
efficiency most affected by weight distribution was the 0.95 speed
ratio. Generally, the rear tractive efficiency was higher than the
front tractive efficiency across the entire weight distribution range.
When comparing the single and dual tire configurations for the same
cone index, drawbar pull, and weight distribution, the dual tire
configuration had hiaher front and rear tractive efficiencies.
When the drawbar pull was held constant at 33360 N and the speed
ratio was varied from 0.95 to 1.05, the front tractive efficiencies
generally decreased for both the dual and single tire configurations as
the speed ratio increased. As the soil cone index increased, the front
tractive efficiency also increased, when the drawbar pull, speed ratio,
and weight distribution were held constant.
When the speed ratio and weight distribution were held constant,
the front tractive efficiency decreased as the drawbar pull increased.
Front tire size showed little change in the slip values for both the
single and dual tire arrangements, when compared with changes in drawbar
pull, cone indices, and speed ratios. Since the slip values were not
affected much by front tire size, the tractive efficiency also showed
little change.
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TABLE 1. Calculated data from program when the soil cone index, drawbar
pull, and speed ratio were held constant at 20 N/cm^, 33350 N,
and 0.95, respectively
Cone Index - 20 N/CM**2 Drawbar Pull - 33360 N
Wheel Speed Ratio - 0.95
S1 ng I e Rea r T i re
Front Axle Wheel Slip Tractive Efficiency
Weight
Front Rear Front Rear Average
Percent-
25.0 26.1 31.1 63.1 54,.8 56.0
30.0 22,4 27.k 60.3 59,.8 60.0
35.0 21.2 26.2 53.8 62,,5 61.0
40.0 21 .7 26,7 45.9 63,.6 60.0
U5.0 2U.0 29.0 38.6 62,. 7 58.0
50.0 29. 3 34.3 33. 3 58,.9 53.0
Oua I Rear Ti re
Front Axle Wheel Slip Tractive Efficiency
---------- Front Rear Front Rear Average
Percent-----
25.0 6.6 11.6 62.0 78.0 77.0
30.0 6.5 11.5 U2.2 79.2 77.0
35.0 7.2 12.2 2U.6 79.7 76.0
^0.0 8.8 13.8 14.0 79.0 73.0
45.0 13.0 18.0 18.0 75.7 69.0
50.0 22.0 27.2 27.3 67.6 60.0
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TABLE 2. Calculated data from program when the soil cone index, drawbar
pull, and speed ratio were held constant at 20 N/cm^, 33350 N,
and 1.00, respectively
Cone Index - 20 N/CM**2 Drawbar Pull - 33360 N
Wheel Speed Ratio - 1.00
S i ng 1e Rea r T i re
Whee1 Slip Tractive EfficiencyFront Axle
We ight
Front • Rea r Front Rea r Average
25.0 30.5 30.5 59.8 55.2 56.0
30.0 26.3 26.3 58.5 60.4 60.0
35.0 24.8 24.8 53.5 63.4 62.0
tiO.O 2a.9 24.9 46.8 64.9 61.0
U5.0 26.7 26.7 39.8 64.6 56.0
50.0 30.9 30.9 33.9 61 .8 55.0
Oua1 Rea r T i re
Front Axle Whee 1 SI ip Tractive Effi c i ency
We ight ........... ...................
F ront Rea r Front Rea r Average
25.0 10.8 10.8 68.4 78.3 77.0
30.0 10.5 10.5 56.5 79.8 77.0
35.0 10.9 10.9 42.9 80.5 76.0
MO.O 12.0 12.0 30.9 80.4 74.0
45.0 15.0 15.0 24.9 78.4 71 .0
50.0 22.5 22.5 27.7 71.9 63.0
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TABLE 3. Calculated data from program when the soil cone index, drawbar
pull, and speed ratio were held constant at 20 N/cm^, 33360 N,
and 1.05, respectively
Cone Index - 20 N/CM**2 Drawbar Pull - 33360 N
Wheel Speed Ratio - 1.05
Single Rear Ti re
Front Axle Wheel Slip Tractive Efficiency
Wejght
•" --- Front Rear Front Rear Average
rcent
25.0 35.1 30.1
30.0 30.5 25.5
35.0 28.6 23.6
40.0 28.3 23. 3
U5.0 29.6 214.6
50.0 33.1 28. 1
56.2 55.5 56,,0
56.1 60.9 60,.0
52.U 6U.2 62.,0
U6.8 66.0 62., 0
'40.ii 66. 3 60..0
3U.3 64.2 56. 0
Dua I Rea r T i re
Front Axle Wheel Slip Tractive Efficiency
Weight i
Front Rear Front Rear Average
--Percent
25.0 15.2 10.2 68.8 78.6 77.0
30-0 1^-8 9.8 60.6 S0.1 78.0
9.9 50.5 31.1 77.0
f^O.O 15.6 10.6 39.9 81.U 75.0
^5.0 17.6 12.6 31.3 80.U 72.0
23.2 18.3 28.7 75.8 65.0
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TABLE 4. Calculated data from program when the soil cone index, drawbar
pull, and speed ratio were held constant at 40 N/cm^, 33360 N,
and 0.95, respectively
Cone Index - UO N/CM**2 Drawbar Pull - 33360 N
Wheel Speed Ratio -• 0.95
S1 ng le Rea r T i re
Wheel Slip Tractive Efficiency
Front Rear Front Rear Average
Front Axle
We ight
We i ght
•Percent-
25.0 12.4 17.4 78.3 69,,2 70.0
30.0 10.7 15.7 75.4 72,,2 73.0
35.0 10.0 15.0 70. 7 74,, 1 74.0
40.0 10.0 15.0 65.2 75,, 3 74.0
45.0 10.7 15.7 59.9 75,,8 73.0
50.0 12.1 17.1 55.7 75,.4 71 .0
Dua 1 Rea r T i re
Front Axle Whee 1 Slip Tract i ve: Effi c i ency
25.0
30.0
35.0
UO.O
i45.0
50.0
Front
1.8
1.9
2.2
3.0
M.5
7.5
Rea r Front
•Percent"
6.8
6.9
7.2
8.0
9.5
12.5
58.9
39.7
26.5
24.3
31 .8
43.0
Rea r
84. 1
au.8
85.2
85.2
84.2
81.7
Ave rage
83.0
83.0
82.U
81.0
79.0
76.0
79
TABLE 5. Calculated data from program when the soil cone index, drawbar
pull, and speed ratio were held constant at 40 N/cm^, 33360 N,
and 1.00, respectively
Cone Index - UO N/CM**2 Drawbar Pull - 33360 N
Wheel Speed Ratio - 1.00
Sing Ie Rea r T t re
Wheel Slip Tractive Efficiency
Front Rear Front Rear Average
Front Ax!e
We ight
Pe rcent-
25.0 16.8 16.8 75. 1 69.5 70.0
30.0 m.6 14.6 74. 1 72. 7 73.0
35.0 13.6 13.6 71 .1 74.9 74.0
^0.0 13.3 13.3 67.0 76.4 74.0
45.0 13.6 13.6 62.4 77.3 74.0
50.0 14.U 14.4 58.0 77.5 72.0
Front Axle
We i ght
25.0
30.0
35.0
UO.O
U5.0
50,0
Dua I Rea r T i re
Whee i Slip
Front Rear
Tractive Efficiency
Front Rear Average
5.9
5.8
5.9
6.2
7.0
8.7
.—Percent- — —
5.9 79.2
5.8 72.3
5.9 6U.S
6.2 56.U
7.0 50.3
8.7 48.1
8U.3
85.2
85.9
86.3
86.2
85.2
8U.0
8U.0
83.0
82.0
01.0
79.0
80
TABLE 5. Calculated data from program when the soil cone index, drawbar
pull, and speed ratio were held constant at 40 N/cm^^ 33360 N,
and 1.05, respectively
Cone Index - UO N/CM**2 Drawba r Pu I I - 33360 N
Wheel Speed Ratio - 1.05
S i ng le Rea r T t re
Front Axle
Weight
F ront Rear Front
25.0 21.5 16.5 71.3
30.0 18.9 13.9 71.4
35,0 17.6 12.6 69.6
40.0 17.0 12.0 66.7
45.0 16.9 11.9 63.1
50.0 17.4 12.4 59.2
Qua 1 Rea r T i re
Front Axle Whee 1 SI ip
Weight
-- Front Rear Front
Tractive Efficiency
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
U5.0
50.0
10.U
10.1
10.0
10. 1
10.5
11.3
5.4
5.1
5.0
5.1
5.5
6.3
Rea r Ave rage
69.6 70.0
72.9 73.0
75.3 7U.0
77.1 74.0
78.3 74.0
7-8.9 73.0
Tractive Efficiency
79.2
75.5
70.7
65.3
59.6
54.5
Rea r
84.2
85. 3
86. 1
86.8
87.2
87. 1
Ave rage
84.0
84.0
83.0
82.0
8U.0
80.0
81
TABLE 7. Calculated data from program when the soil cone index, drawbar
pull, and speed ratio were held constant at 60 N/cm^, 33360 N,
and 0.95, respectively
Cone Index - 60 N/CM**2 Drawbar Pull - 33360 N
Wheel Speed Ratio - 0.95
S i ng I e Rea r T f re
Front Axle Wheel Slip Tractive Efficiency
Weight
"" Front Rear Front Rear Average
Pe rcent — -—
25.0
30.0
35.0
uo.o
45.0
50.0
7.5 12.5
6.5 n,5
6.2 11.2
6.2 11.2
6.6 11.6
7.U 12.U
Front Axle Wheel SIip
Weight
—-— Front Rear
Percent
25.0 0.2 5.2 -10U.4 86.5 85.0
5?'n n'i 87.0 85.nll'n -^5.8 87.3 35.0
I'? 8U.U
33.3 86.6 82 0
50-0 ^-2 9.2 149.7 85.1 80.0
83.6 75.0 76.0
80.6 77. 1 78.0
76. U 78.6 78.0
71.8 79.7 78.0
67.6 80.2 78.0
64.5 80. 1 77.0
T i re
Tract i ve: Eff ic iency
F ront Rea r Ave rage
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TABLE 8. Calculated data from program when the soil cone index, drawbar
pull, and speed ratio were held constant at 60 N/cm^, 33360 N,
and 1.00, respectively
Cone Index - 60 N/CM**2 Drawbar Pull - 33360 N
Wheel Speed Ratio - 1.00
S i ngIe Rea r T i re
Wheel Slip Tractive Efficiency
Front Rear Front Rear Average
Front Axle
we i g h t
We i ght
Pe rcenf
25 .0 n,,9 11.9 80. 7 75.2 76.0
30,.0 10,.4 10.4 79.9 77.5 78.0
35,.0 9,,7 9.7 77.6 79.2 79.0
40,.0 9.,4 9.4 74.6 80.6 79.0
45,.0 9,.5 9.5 71 . 3 81.5 79.0
50,.0 9.,8 9.8 67.8 82.0 78.0
Oua 1 Rea r T1 re
front Axle Whee 1 SI ip Tract i ve Efficiency
25.0
30.0
35.0
i^O.O
U5.0
50.0
Front
k.O
k. ^
4.3
4.7
5.6
Rea r Front
Pe rcent-
4. 1
U.O
4.1
4.3
4.7
5.6
83.1
77.8
71.9
66.0
61.2
58.5
Rea r
86. 5
87. 3
87.9
88.4
88. 5
88.2
Ave rage
86.0
86.0
86.0
85.0
84.0
83.0
83
TABLE 9. Calculated data from program when the soil cone index, drawbar
pull, and speed ratio were held constant at 60 N/cm^, 33360 N,
and 1.05, respectively
Cone Index - 60 N/CM**2 Drawba r Pull - 33360 N
Lie - 1.05
" T i re
Tractive Efficiency
F ront Rea r Average
76.8 75.3 76.0
77.0 77.0 78.0
76.0 79.5 79.0
74.2 80.9 79.0
71.8 82.1 79.0
69. 1 83. 1 78.0
T i re
Tractive Eff i c i ency
F ront Rea r Average
82.9 86.4 86.0
80.6 87.1 86.0
77.6 87. 8 86.0
74.2 88. 5 85.0
70.5 89. u 85. 0
66.7 89.4 83.0
Front Axle
Weight
25.0
30.0
35.0
UO.O
t*5.0
50.0
Front Axle
We i ght
25.0
30.0
35.0
tiO.O
i45.0
50.0
WheeI Slip
Front
16.6
14.8
13.7
13.2
12.9
13.0
Rea r
•Percent
11.6
9.8
8.7
8.2
7.9
8.0
WheeI Slip
Front Rear
8.7
8.i^
8.3
8.3
8.4
8.7
Percent
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TABLE 10. Calculated data from program when the soil cone index,
drawbar pull, and speed ratio were held constant at 40 N/cm^,
44480 N, and 0.95, respectively
Cone fndex - UO N/CM**2 Drawbar Pull - UU480 N
Wheel Speed Ratio - 0.95
S i ng i e Rea r T i re
Wheel Slip Tractive Efficiency
Front Rear Front Rear Average
Front Axle
Weight
Percent-
25.0 40.0 45.0 55.3 47.7 48.0
30.0 29. 7 34.7 63.6 57.4 58.0
35.0 26.1 31.1 65.2 61.2 62.0
40.0 26.1 31.1 63. 3 61 .9 62.0
45.0 29.3 34. 3 59.2 59.6 59.0
50.0 35.8 40.8 52.9 54.1 54.0
Qua 1 Rea r T i re
Front Axle Whee I SI ip Tractive Efficiency
We i ght
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
U5.0
50.0
Front
8.0
6.6
10.7
15.1
22.2
Rea r Front
——Percent
13.0 82.6
13.6 78.3
15.7 73.9
20.1 69.4
27.2 63.6
Rea r
79.6
79.7
78.2
74.3
67.9
Average
80.0
79.0
78.0
73.0
67.0
85
TABLE 11. Calculated data from program when the soil cone index,
drawbar pull, and speed ratio were held constant at 40 N/cm^,
44480 N, and 1.00, respectively
Cone Index - 40 N/CM**2 Drawbar Pull - miU80 N
Wheel Speed Ratfo - l.OO
Sing Ie Rea r Ti re
Wheel Slip Tractive Efficiency
Front Rear Front Rear
Front Axle
We jght
25.0
30.0
35.0
£+0.0
U5.0
50.0
Front Axle
We i g h t
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
45.0
34.7
30.0
29.0
30.9
36.1
• Pe rcent
£♦5.0 50.7
34.7 59.2
30.0 62.0
29.0 61.2
30.9 52.6
36.1 52.6
47.7
57.4
62.2
63.7
58. 3
58. 3
Ave rage
48.0
58.0
62.0
63.0
61.0
57.0
Dua I Rea r T i re
Wheel SI ip Tractive Efficiency
Rear Front Rear Average
12.3
11.9
12.9
15.9
22,2
30.9
•Pe rcent*
12.3
11.9
12.9
15.9
22.2
30.9
80.0
/M. 4
73.6
69.2
63.5
56.2
80.2
81 . 1
80,6
78.2
72.5
64.5
80.0
81.0
80.0
77.0
70.0
62.0
86
TABLE 12. Calculated data from program when the soil cone index,
drawbar pull, and speed ratio were held constant at 40 N/cm^
44480 N, and 1.05, respectively
Cone Index - UO N/CM*»2 Drawbar Pull - 441480 N
Wheat Speed Ratio - 1.05
Single Rea r T J re
Wheel Slip Tractive Erriciency
Front Rear Front Rear Average
Front Axle
WeIght
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
U5.0
50.0
Front Axle
We i ght
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
Percent-
50.0 45,,0 46.1
39.2 34,,2 55.1
34.0 29,,0 58.6
32.2 27,,2 58.8
33. 1 28,, 1 56.5
37.4 32.,4 51.7
Dua I Rea r T i re
47.7
57.7
63.0
65.3
65.1
61.7
48.0
57.0
62.0
64. 0
63.0
58.0
Wheel Slip
Front Rear
Tractive efficiency
Front Rear Average
16.9
16.0
16.2
17.9
22.5
30.7
11.9
n.o
Percent-
11.2
12.9
17.5
25.8
76.2
74.9
72.2
68.4
63.4
56.3
80.5
81.8
82.2
80.9
76.8
69. 3
80.0
81 .0
80.0
78.U
73.0
65.0
87
TABLE 13. Calculated data from program when the soil cone index,
drawbar pull, and speed ratio were held constant at 40 N/cm^,
22240 N, and 0.95, respectively
Cone Index - 40 N/CM**2 Drawbar Pull - 222U0 N
Wheel Speed Ratio - 0.95
S i ng I e Rea r T i re
Wheel Slip Tractive Efficiency
Front Rear Front Rear Average
Front Axle
Weight
•Pe rcent"
25.0 4.6 9.6 72.2 72. 1 72.0
30.0 4.0 9.0 58.9 74.9 73.0
35.0 3.8 8.8 42.8 77.2 74.0
40.0 3.7 8.7 26.3 79.0 73.0
45.0 3.9 8.9 12.1 80. 3 72.0
50.0 4.4 9.4 2.9 81 . 3 71,0
Front Axle
We ight
25.0
30.0
35.0
UO.O
i45.0
50.0
Dua I Rear Ti re
Whee1 Slip
Front Rear
Tractive Efficiency
Front Rear Average
•T.O
•1 .0
•1.0
•0.8
•0.5
0. 1
•---Pe rcent--
U.O 183.0
U.O 222.7
U.O 282.9
k.2 391.9
4.5 734.0
5.1 —-
au.u
85.6
86.6
87.3
87.9
88.0
8U. U
80.0
80.0
79.0
77.0
76.0
88
TABLE 14. Calculated data from program when the soil cone index,
drawbar pull, and speed ratio were held constant at 40 N/cm^,
22240 N, and 1.00, respectively
Cone Index - UO N/CM**2 Drawbar PuI I • 222U0 N
Wheel Speed Ratio - I.OO
S i ngIe Rea r T i re
F-.nt Axle Wheel Slip Tractive Efficiency
'•eight
front Rear Front Rear Average
— Percent-
25.0
30.0
35.0
UO.O
U5.0
50.0
8.5 8.5
7.8 7.8
7.4 7.^4
7,3 7.3
7.3 7.3
7.5 7.5
77.0 71.5 73.0
71.0 7U.U 7t4.0
63.3 76.8 74.0
5U.7 78.9 7U.0
U5.5 80.6 73.0
•45.5 80.6 72,0
Dua! Rea r T i re
F-ent Axle Wheel Slip Tractive Efficiency
we Ight
Front Rear Front Rear Average
'ZI'Z"""" —— Pe rcent —-
?o'n i"?\-] 50.it 8t4.7 SKU
Ss'n M HO.O
so'o I'i 7'i 78.u50-0 3.6 3.6 -15.1 88.6 77,0
89
TABLE 15. Calculated data from program when the soil cone index,
drawbar pull, and speed ratio were held constant at 40 N/cm^,
22240 N, and 1.05, respectively
Cone Index - UO N/CM**2 Drawbar Pull - 22240 N
Wheel Speed Ratio - 1.05
S i ngIe Rea r T i re
Front Axle
We ight
WheeI Slip
We i ght
Front Rea r F rent Rea r
25.0 12.8 7.8 76.0 70.8
30.0 11.9 6.9 72.7 73.5
35.0 11.4 6.4 68. 1 76.0
40.0 11.2 6.2 62.6 78.3
45.0 11.1 6.1 56.2 80.2
50.0 n.i 6.1 49.8 81 .9
Dua 1 Rea r T1 re
Front Axle Whee 1 Slip Tract i ve Eff 1
25.0
30.0
35.0
UO.O
45.0
50.0
Front
7.7
7.6
7.5
7.5
7.6
7.7
Rea r
— Pe rcent-
2.7
2.6
2.5
2.5
2.6
2.7
Front
76.8
70.7
63.6
55.6
46.8
37.7
Rea r
82.2
83.6
8U.9
86. 1
37.3
88. 3
Ave rage
72.0
73.0
7U.0
7U.0
73.0
72,0
Average
81 .0
81.0
80.0
79.0
78.0
77.0
90
TABLE 16. Calculated data from program when the soil cone index,
drawbar pull, and speed ratio were held constant at 20 N/cm^,
33360 N, and 0.95, respectively Front tire size was 16.9-24
Cone 1ndex - 20 N/CM**2 Drawba r Pu 1 1 - 33360 N
Wheel Speed Rat io - 0.95
Single Rear• T i re
Frent Tl re Size - 16.9-21*
Front Axle WheeI Slip Tractive Efficiency
We ight - - -------- - ______
Front Rea r Front Rea r Ave rage
•••
25.0 25.7 30.7 64.4 55.1 56.0
30.0 21. 7 26.7 62.6 60.2 61.0
35.0 20. 3 25.3 57.0 63. 1 62.0
UO.O 20. ii 25.4 50.0 64.5 62.0
U5.0 22.2 27.2 43.1 64.2 60.0
50.0 26. ^ 31.1 37.6 61.7 56.0
Front Ti re Size - 14.9-26
Front Axle Whee1 Slip Tractive Effic i ency
We ight - - -------- - - - - -
— —- Front Rea r F ront Rea r Ave rage
^ ^ "
25.0 26.1 31. 1 63. 1 54.8 56.0
30.0 22.U 27.H 60. 3 59.8 60.0
35.0 21 .2 26.2 53.8 62.5 61.0
UO.O 21.7 26.7 45.9 63.6 60.0
45.0 2k. 0 29. U 38.6 62.7 58.0
50.0 29. 3 3i4.3 33. 3 58.9 53.0
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TABLE 17. Calculated data from program when the soil cone index,
drawbar pull, and speed ratio were held constant at 20 N/cm^,
33360 N, and 1.00, respectively Front tire size was 16.9-24
Cone Index - 20 N/CM**2 Drawbar Pull - 33360 N
Wheel Speed Ratio - 1.00
S i ngIe Rea r T i re
Front Tire Size - 16.9-24
Wheel Slip Tractive Efficiency
Front Rear Front Rear Average
Front Axle
We i ght
•Pe rcent-
25.0 30.1 30. 1
30.0 25.6 25.6
35.0 23.9 23.9
40.0 23.6 23.6
45.0 24.9 24.9
50.0 28. 1 28. 1
Front Ti ri
Front Axle Whee1 S1t D
We i g h t
F ront Rea r
25.0 30.5 30.5
30.0 26. 3 26.3
35.0 24.8 24.8
40.0 24.9 24.9
45.0 26.7 26.7
50.0 30.9 30.9
61.0 55.5 56.0
60.6 60.9 61.0
56.5 64. 1 63.0
56.5 64. 1 63.0
44.2 66.1 61.0
38.4 64.3 58.0
Tractive Efficiency
Front Rea r Ave rage
Pe rcent-
59.8
58. 5
53.3
ii6.8
39.8
33.9
55.2
60.
63.U
64.6
61.8
56.0
60.0
62.0
61.0
59.0
55.0
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TABLE 18. Calculated data from program when the soil cone index,
drawbar pull, and speed ratio were held constant at 20 N/cm^,
33360 N, and i.05, respectively Front tire size was 16.9-24
Cone Index - 20 N/CM**2 Drawbar Pull - 33360 N
Wheel Speed Ratio - 1.05
SI ng I e Rea r TI re
Front Tire Size - 16.9-2U
Wheel Slip Tractive Efficiency
Front Rear Front Rear Average
Front Axle
We i ght
We Ight
Percent-
25. 0 314,, 7 29.7 57.2 55.7 56. 0
30. 0 29,,9 214,9 57.9 61.3 61. 0
35. 0 27.,7 22.7 55.1 64.8 63. 0
UO. 0 27,. 1 22, 1 50. 3 66.9 63. 0
U5. 0 27,,9 22.9 U4.6 67.5 62. 0
50, 0 30,,4 25.U 38.8 66.5 59. 0
Front T i re S i ze - 14.9-26
Front Ax 1e Whee1 Slip T ract ive Efficiency
25.0
30.0
35.0
1)0.0
U5.0
50.0
Front
35. 1
30.5
28.6
28. 3
29.6
33.1
Rea r Front
•Pe rcent"
30. 1
25.5
23.6
23.3
2i<.6
28. 1
56.2
56.1
52.U
iiS.Q
kO.U
34.3
Rea r
55.5
60.9
Ok. 2
66.0
66. 3
6U.2
Ave rage
56.0
77.0
62.0
62.0
60.0
56.0
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TABLE 19. Sample output from the program
TRACTOR MODEL -JOHN DEERE UU50 POWERSHIFT
TRACTOR TYPE - FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE
HITCH TYPE - DRAWBAR
EQUIPPED WITH BIAS PLY TIRES
ANGl =
AVCON :
B1 =
82 =
D1 =
D2 =
ENGHP =
GRAT =
FTDWT=
FkX =
FUY =
FTBL =
ANG2 =
X6 =
ANGl = SLOPE
ANG2 = BOTTOM LINK ANGLE
ANG3 = BOTTOM LINK ANGLE
AVCON = AVERAGE CONE INDEX
B1 = FRONT TIRE SECTION WIDTH
B2 = REAR TIRE SECTION WIDTH
D1 = FRONT TIRE OUTSIDE DIAMETER
D2 = REAR TIRE OUTSIDE DIAMETER
ENGHP = POWER TAKE OFF POWER
GRAT = GEAR RATIO BETWEEN FRONT AND REAR
FTDWT = FRONT DEAD WEIGHT
FTBL = FRONT WHEEL BALLAST
HI = FRONT TIRE SECTION HEIGHT
H2 = REAR TIRE SECTION HEIGHT
RR8L = REAR WHEEL BALLAST
RR01 = FRONT TIRE ROLLING RADIUS
RR02 = REAR TIRE ROLLING RADIUS
W = TOTAL WEIGHT OF TRACTOR
VEL = FORWARD VELOCITY OF TRACTOR
WHB = WHEELBASE OF TRACTOR
Xi+ = HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM REAR AXLE TO HITCH POINT
X5 - HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM REAR AXLE TO CENTER OF GRAVITY
X6 - DISTANCE FROM FRONT AXLE TO FRONT DEAD WEIGHT
YU - VERTICAL DISTANCE FROM SOIL SURFACE TO HITCH POINT
Y5 - VERTICAL DISTANCE FROM SOIL SURFACE TO CENTER OF GRAVITY
ECHO PRINT OF INPUT TRACTOR DATA
0.00 DEGREES HI = 0.22 METER
20.00 H2 = 0.2k METER
0.U6 METER RROl = 0.59 METER
0.51 METER RR02 = 0.78 METER
1.30 METER VEL = 7.20 KlLOMETER/HOUR
1. 72 METER W = 713U5.i48 NEWTONS
104.72 KlLOWATTS WHB = 2.71 METERS
0.95 Xi» = 0.75 METER
0.00 NEWTONS X5 = 1 .08 METER
222U0.00 NEWTONS YU = 0. 56 METER
O.OO NEWTONS Y5 = 1.06 METER
0.00 NEWTONS RRBL = 0.00 NEWTONS
0.00 DEGREES ANG3 = 0.00' DEGREES
1 .00 METER
THE DEFLECTION LIMIT HAS BEEN EXCEEDED ***
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Table 19 (Continued)
CALCULATED VALUES FOR REAR WHEEL
REACTION FORCE IN NEWTONS = U8811.52
SLIP = O.IUI
TIRE DEFLECTION IN METER = 0.059
GROSS TRACTION IN NEWTONS = 25^^76.27
WHEEL NUMERIC = 28.05
ROLLING RESISTANCE IN NEWTONS = 4040.94
WHEEL TORQUE IN NEWTON-METERS = 18441.85
TRACTIVE EFFICIENCY = 0.722
COEFFICIENT OF ROLLING RESISTANCE = 0.083
COEFFICIENT OF NET TRACTION = 0.439
TIRE SINKAGE IN METER = 0.018
CORRECTED TIRE ROLLING RADIUS = 0.724
NET TRACTION IN NEWTONS = 21435.33
WHEEL POWER IN KILOWATTS = 36.81
CALCULATED VALUES FOR FRONT WHEEL
REACTION FORCE IN NEWTONS = 22533.97
SLIP = 0.091
TIRE DEFLECTION IN METER = 0.032
GROSS TRACTION IN NEWTONS = 4265.67
WHEEL NUMERIC = 10.60
ROLLING RESISTANCE IN NEWTONS = 3452.67
WHEEL TORQUE IN NEWTON-METERS = 2422.08
TRACTIVE EFFICIENCY = 0.173
COEFFICIENT OF ROLLING RESISTANCE = 0.153
COEFFICIENT OF NET TRACTION = 0.036
TIRE SINKAGE IN METER = 0.145
CORRECTED TIRE ROLLING RADIUS = 0.568
NET TRACTION IN NEWTONS = 812.99
WHEEL POWER IN KILOWATTS = 1.40
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Table 19 (Continued)
OVERALL VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
FORWARD VELOCITY IN KILOMETERS/HOUR = 6.18
DRAWBAR POWER IN KILOWATTS = 38.19
TOTAL AVAILABLE WHEEL PULL IN NEWTONS = 22248.32
AVERAGE TRACTIVE EFFICIENCY = 0.65
REAR WHEEL SLIP = 0.141
